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Jared Sare, skijor
competitor, cowboy and
on site veterinarian at
the Pinedale, Wyoming
event in 2017.
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Skijoring originated in
Scandinavia as a form of winter
transportation behind reindeer.
Later, it was adopted in mainland
Europe in countries such as
France, Switzerland and Poland
behind horses.  Equine skijoring
arrived on the North American
continent as a recreational
activity as early as 1915 in Lake
Placid, New York, then after WWII,
Western states such as Colorado,
Wyoming and Montana began to
transform it into an action packed
competition.  At first, these events

were held down main streets and
often the horses raced side my
side each pulling a skier. Today,
single horses pull a skier through
a course of gates, jumps, and rings.
Competitors race for prizes based
on the fastest combined times
with the fewest penalties. Most
importantly, skijoring is a great
reason to get outside during the
winter in the American West, ride
your horse, strap on your skis or
snowboard, see your friends and
family, socialize, and support local
communities and charities.

Seven-year-old Kimber Cook of Ridgeway,
CO is the youngest member of Team Jax
and rides Lady. This was Kimber’s first year
competing in skijoring alongside her mom

and uncle. In the summer months she
competes as a barrel racer and was the
overall champion in her Gymghana series.
Kimber lives on cattle ranch where she

helps her parents work the cattle moving
them from pasture to pasture.
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Choctaw Indian
foal whose
ancestors were
selectively bred
for their
gentleness and
gait, as well as
beauty

The annual event in Sun
Valley, Idaho set against a
pristine backdrop of snow
covered mountains,
attracts many bold female
equestrians as well as
daring female skiers.
 

Veteran skijor competitor,
Jeffery Dahl of Durango,
Colorado rides Rage at
Jackson Hole, Wyoming in
2016.  The race is held
annually at the base of the
beautiful Teton Village Ski
Resort.

I grew up in Perm, the big
industrial city in Ural
Mountains, Russia. We had a
prominent horse race track
that specialized in harness
races. I was an exercise rider
there through my school
years. The rest of the time
between school and the race
track I was cross country
skiing, as we lived at the
edge of the city and the
forest was literally around
the corner. However, I’ve
never seen those two
activities put together until
I got to see an equestrian
skijoring race in the
American West.
 
I first learned about Skijoring
when I met Loren
Zhimanskova, the head of
Skijor International when
she was promoting the
movie Ice Cowboys at the
Equus Film Festival in New
York City in November of
2015.  Watching this sport
on the big screen took my
breath away.  The snow

under the hooves flying in
your face, the high ski jumps,
the rings you capture while
being pulled by a rope
behind a wildly galloping
horse, the speed, the
excitement, the adrenaline
rush.
 
By the time I met Loren, I had
already started my personal
photo quest, “Horses in Our
Modern Lives”, which was
motivated by living in the
big city, namely New York,
and required re-
confirmation that there are
plenty of ways we cherish
and maintain our equine-
human partnership in a
technological era.  And it is
very specific to the country
with its unique history and
culture.
 
The first skijoring
competition at which I took
photographs was Jackson
Hole, Wyoming in 2016.  I
wanted to go so badly that I
wrote to Loren and stated 
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This time Loren and I went to
6 competitions in the course
of 3 weekends:
 
320 Ranch, MT; Midway, UT;
Pinedale, WY; Bellevue, ID;
Leadville, CO; Saratoga, WY.
 
I just wanted to see as much
as I possibly could in a rather
short time. It was quite a
marathon! But I am very happy
to have done it! If you find
likeminded people, you can
move mountains.
 
Taking Skijoring pictures is
very tricky – everything is very
long: the track, the rope, the
side to side and up and down
movements of the skier –
which makes it imperative to
be clear what you want to keep
in the frame and what can be
sacrificed.

At Soldier Hollow, if you
happen to lose your skier, you
might as well capture the
rings yourself on horseback!

John Hyde of Boulder, Wyoming
and his close friend and family
member, Skippy. Skippy retired
from skijoring last year at the age
of 20 and is now a proud flag
bearer and parade horse.

that I would love to come over and take pictures of the
competition, only being a city dweller I did not drive a car.
Loren organized all my logistics on my very first trip to the
American West. Following that great experience, I had

another good thing coming - SKI Magazine used 6 of my
pictures for their February 2017 article ‘Dangerous’. That
was a great encouragement for me to photograph more
skijoring events, and this I did in February-March 2017!



Native American Heritage Horse
with one blue "sky eye" as well as a
brown "earth eye" showing this
breed's connection to both the
earth and the heavens

Soldiers Hollow, site of the
2002 Winter Olympic Games,
New Park City, Utah hosted its
first Skijoring race in 2017.

I decided to focus more on the horse and the
rider. Not that the skiers are not visually
interesting, but they wear helmets so you
cannot see their facial expressions. A rider
and a horse are full of emotions and
movement. The partnership between a rider
and his horse is also amazing to watch. They

Rae Fullmer and Kate Teichert
of Cokeville, Wyoming strike a
playful pose for me on Badger
in between races at Jackson,
Wyoming in 2016.

are a team’s driving force – literally
and figuratively, and they work as
one, and the horse and the rider
team was a reason I was there.
 
The two very different worlds –
those of an American cowboy and
a skier - join forces to create
something completely different
than what they do in their
respective fields on their own.
 
I was fascinated and curious about
how the team members work

together, how they find each other.
Are there are people that do both –
riding and skiing? What ages,
genders are represented in each
part of the sport? How do they
decide to work together? How do
they pick a partner? How do they
train the horses? How does the
rope’s movement, tension and
direction influence the rider, the
horse and the skier? So, I was a
question person.
 
Thanks to the horses in this



wonderful sport I’ve found a lot of new friends, new human
connections that I wouldn’t have found otherwise. We had
such a great time. I’ve been invited to visit some of them
in summer time, which I did and it was amazing.
 
The horses and photography cause great collaborations to
happen. Horses bring people of all walks of life together
and widen our views on the world. And photographer is
trying to take a picture that is worth a million words. I’ve
made a lot of friends that I want to keep forever.
 
American Skijoring exemplifies the bond between a man
and a horse. Yes, the skier is a very important team member,
but he only can do well with the great driving force of a

well connected team of a horse and a rider.
 
* A ton of special huge and heartfelt thanks to Loren
Zhimanskova for her generous help to make all the above
happen and in writing this article. Your continuous support,
Loren, and your unwavering encouragement along the way
made this project possible. We made a great working team!
Thank you, beautiful horses and this fascinating sport, for
bringing people together!
 

• www.ninagalicheva.com

• www.skijorinternational.com

• www.skijor.com

Savannah McCarthy of Aztec, NM and Bruce Stott of Frisco, CO, a
winning team, are riding high and catching big air at the Leadville
Skijoring competition, the longest running and most challenging
race on the circuit with jumps up to 8 feet high.

https://www.facebook.com/Jeff-Wilson-Cowboy-Dressage-585https://www.facebook.com/NinaGalichevaPhotography/


Trail riding is my passion.  While many of my riding partners
look forward to some down time in the winter, my mule Beau
and I are an exception.  In Montana winter often arrives in October
and can stretch through March, or as late as April.  Last year we
logged over 1,000 miles in that time frame and Beau was off
due to injury for the month of February and on limitations for
the month of March.  During the colder months, we are
occasionally joined by others but mostly head out alone.  I love
what winter has to offer:  breaking fresh trails, hoar frost on the
trees, quiet time and discovering wildlife.  Wildlife is so much
easier to spot and track when there is fresh snow on the ground.
 
You gain a new perspective on how prevalent the wildlife
population is when you can readily see their tracks.   It makes
me smile when I locate tracks that tell a story.  You can see
where a fox sprang in the air and simply pounced on a mouse
or vole, or where a rabbit was being pursued by a coyote.  When

elk tracks I feel like a schoolgirl as they are my favorite
to watch.  I once saw four bull elk jump a fence in
unison. It was one of the most beautiful images I have
ever witnessed.  Their grace took my breath away.
 
I start preparing for winter riding long before the first
snow.  I log a lot of miles checking the trails and grounds
I plan to ride, looking for hazards that could be hidden
when covered with snow.  For me, that means riding
trails, county roads, fields and fence lines.  While I ride
fence lines to check for needed repairs, more
importantly, I am looking for wire remnants from
previous repairs.  I can’t stress this enough as I have
picked up countless pieces of wire over the years.  I
twist the found wire around the existing fence as I have
no desire to pack barbed wire on my mule.   I know
where the badger holes, creek crossings, and the
salvaged fenceposts are kept, where the rolled up
barbed wire is located and any other hazards on our
land and other ranches on which I ride.   I ride a lot of
county roads in the winter time.  The footing is good,
but in many places, I have to ride on the side of the
road so I scour that for hazards as well.  It actually gives
us a job which I thoroughly enjoy.
 
Winter riding is slower riding for a number of reasons.
Moving through snow is more work and the cold drains
away calories at a much faster pace than in the warmer
months for both humans and equines!  My goal is for
Beau to have a dry back when I remove his saddle and
pad.  I base my day’s pace on the weather condition
always warming him up slowly, inserting occasional
short trot/lope transitions, while limiting most of my
ride to a walk.  Our winter trails include a lot of hills,
that are carefully picked based on the condition of the
footing.  I have found that going “off-trail” often times
provides better footing, but again you have to know
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Hoar Frost

Story and Photos by
Robin Morris



automatic pistol, emergency flare for fire
starting/signaling, hand warmers, survival
blanket, baling twine for tack and/or gate
repairs, water, my Leatherman, and licorice
and other snacks for Beau and me.  I also carry
my Garmin GPS, SPOT GEN3 (satellite
signaling device), cell phone and camera.

"Tacking Beau and
equipping him with
proper footing is
essential"

CONTINUED >>

"Wildlife is so much
easier to spot and track
when there is fresh
snow on the ground"

the ground and what is under
the snow.   In the winter months,
I rarely go over 10 mph
averaging 3.2 mph throughout
the day.  That is one of the
benefits of using a GPS device.
You can track your fastest and
average speed.  In the winter, I
still take care to ensure that my
mule stays hydrated and is
allowed to consume calories
on the trail, especially when
our rides exceed four hours.  I
will often stop and allow him
to graze, and when water is not
available, offer snow for
hydration.
 
Tacking Beau and equipping
him with proper footing is
essential.  I keep his tack in our
heated garage.  I love a warm
coat, and I am pretty sure he
appreciates warm tack.   I have
his hooves attended to every
6-weeks year-round which is

essential with the miles we put
on.  My farrier has tried all sorts
of shoe-combinations, even
composites.  We have found,
after wearing several pairs of
shoes in half, in six weeks, that
hard-faced steel shoes with
tungsten carbide, often
referred to by the brand name,
Borium works the best.  They
wear better than anything we
have tried and I often get three
re-sets using the same shoes.
The traction they deliver on
rocks and ice is amazing.  These
shoes are not for every equine.
If your equine paws in the
trailer or is a kicker they can
cause a lot of damage
 
For my comfort, I add Cashel’s
Cozy Toes to my stirrups.  They
are inexpensive and easily
attach with Velcro. My winter
saddle bags always include the
following: 9 mm semi-



tech that came along to help with our project.  She was able
to wrap the horse’s legs and give them Bute for the long walk
back to the trail head.  Both healed successfully and are
sound, but were out of commission for a full year.
 
On another ride we were faced with deep drifts on the
switchbacks.  Beau and I were in the lead and able to burst
through, hugging close to the trees to stay on-trail.  The
switchbacks were steep and a hoof in the wrong place could
be disastrous.  One of the horses did just that.  She stepped
off the trail and slid a few feet before she was able to gather
herself and climb back up to safe footing.  Water crossings
in the winter also require careful study, as you have no idea
if the water is frozen underneath the snow or what the landing
will be like on the other side.  Many of the trails we recon
have water crossings located in a draw or ravine.  You head
down to the water, and climb a steep bank on the other side
once you cross.  If I cannot clearly see what lies underneath,
I will dismount and cross on-foot, stomping down the snow
to assess and locate solid footing.  A few words of caution:
your equine will most likely jump the crossing, so be mindful
of where you place yourself.  Preferably use a long lead rope.
Reins are not long enough to allow room for both you and
your equine, and your animal could end up on top of you.
 
While there is much to consider while trail riding in the winter
months, it can be very enjoyable if you prepare and plan
accordingly and pay attention to your surroundings,
including the weather.  In the end, you may simply have to
turn around and head back to the trail head.  There is no
disgrace in making
the right call.  I
have aborted
several rides for
the sake of my
animal, my
friends and
myself.  Happy
Trails. Now go
make some
amazing
winter
memories.   

"I once saw four bull elk jump a fence"I once saw four bull elk jump a fence
in unison. It was one of the mostin unison. It was one of the most
beautiful images I have everbeautiful images I have ever
witnessed"witnessed"

Robin has earned the NASMA VTP
ACHIEVEMENT LEVEL of 2000 Hour Awards

Over the years I have perfected my winter riding attire as
there is nothing more miserable than freezing when you
are miles from home.  I have raced home several times
chattering after a surprise storm caught me in its midst.
Now, I plan for those surprises.  Everyone knows to wear
layers.  You can be cold one moment, and frozen the next.
I can rearrange my layers three or four times over the
course of a mile.  I catch myself saying, “girl, make up your
mind.”  I use sunscreen every day of the year and always
wear sunglasses.  As much time as I spend riding, it is the
only way to protect my skin and my blue eyes.  The glasses
also protect me from wind burned eyes.  In the winter I
wear waterproof boots, that are a half size larger than my
normal size, to allow for air circulation and to accommodate
merino wool socks.  My hat of choice is a wool Stormy
Kromer cap. It is absolutely the best and doesn’t block me
peripheral vision.  In addition, I pack extra gloves, a neck
warmer and a slicker.  The slicker never comes off of my
saddle.
 
There are several safety situations winter riders may want
to consider.  I have witnessed many of them first hand.  As
a member of the Beartooth Back Country Horsemen in
Fishtail, Montana, we head to the mountain trail heads as
early in the spring as we can gain access, to “recon” the
trails.  In other words, we assess what trail maintenance
needs to be coordinated.  On one such trip, a group of us
headed up trail while others were cutting up old culverts
to be packed out for the Forest Service.  The snow was
quite deep in several places and the only way to advance
around several downed trees, was to bushwhack through
an alternate path taking us off-trail.  We had traveled
several miles when we were stopped by a 10-foot
snowdrift banked against a boulder.  We turned around,
following the tracks we made going in.  In one spot we had
“skirted” going in, we chose to stay on the trail.  I went first,
followed by half a dozen other riders, one rider chose to
take the same route we used going in.  She made the right
decision.  Beau and I made it through fine, but the second
and fourth horses both cut a hind fetlock on the jagged
rocks that were hidden from view.  They were bleeding
badly.  We were able wrap their legs with bandanas while
one of our members headed down the trail to where the
rest of our members were working on the culverts.  They
returned quickly with the equine medical kit, and a vet-

http://www.nasma.us/


THE ADVENTURE
A book inspired by true events and
characters (and a little magic).  A story
so incredible it can only be told by the
kitten who started it all.  A desperate
monster chase they dare not lose...
creatures who all seem to be after one
thing.
 
This is the story of Dusty's Adventures,
the Beginning!
 
www.DustysAdventures.com
 
 

FUNDRAISING
Energize your fund raising projects
with HORSE POWER!  Full details will
be online soon for fund raising
projects to benefit schools, stables,
barns, non-profits, 4-H and more!

THE BOOK
Dusty has his hooves full protecting the feral kitten who seems
to be a natural at getting into trouble and riling up all sorts of evil
creatures. But that's not all, there's something about Kitten the
creatures secretly know!  Who will help Dusty keep Kitten safe?
Who will keep Dusty safe?
 

Dusty’s Adventure
“The Beginning”
 
Now available for purchase on Amazon.com!

$13.99
Paperback

Dusty

https://www.amazon.com/Dustys-Adventure-Beginning-Adventures/dp/0692767134
https://www.amazon.com/Dustys-Adventure-Beginning-Adventures/dp/0692767134
http://dustysadventures.com/


I’m called upon more and more frequently by kind
folks who swear they own my next perfect horse. They
own the “fixer upper horse.” You know the type—the
project horse—over weight, hanging out back behind

YourYour
HorseHorse  
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behind the barn, living on a sliding attitude scale. "I
have a horse you should take,” they exclaim, “I think
he would make a great _____ add the flavor of the
day_____." If I took every free horse, I would have to
be a superman to get them all trained and cared for.
Instead, I just smile and wave.
 
"Let 'em live free," I reply 'tween my toothy grin. While
I truly believe every horse should get some “down
time”, some horses never get to experience the “up
time.” They spend all their days doin' nuttin. But don't

http://www.competitivetrailhorse.com


Rein Photography
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judge me when I tell you I recently broke my own rule
and took on a project horse…well, there is this thing
called fate.
 
With the fate of the horse in question, I listened to
the heartfelt care and concern coming from the other
end of the phone, "She's never been ridden, is
eighteen years old, and was left in a round pen with
a short lead line to catch her when I found her." ...Yeah,
I had already judged the conversation, "Let 'em live
free."

But oh no, this time the Morgan breeder in me had to
ask the question, "What is her pedigree?" Did you ever
hear the line from the Dylan song, "What's a
sweetheart like you doin' in a dump like this?” I had
to wonder about why this sterling pedigree ended up
down this nowhere road. So, I took her—and gave her
a dream life with a mare’s herd to run with, and green
meadows to graze in.
 
My stallion, Patriot, at nine years old, has no progeny



transition, or growth spurt, is
geared towards you. It is about a
training method, and it is about
bringing horsemanship (the kind
I practice) to you in a larger way.
Watch out for it in 2018. It
embodies not only what I have
been about all these years but it
speaks to who I am as a
horseman. It's called The
Complete Horse Method. But let
me set the backdrop for you first.
 
I love riding in the Catskill
Mountains. All of my trails that I
enjoy transform into another
world with the seasons. The
terrain totally gets a makeover.
Whether I am coaching someone
along one of these trails, or
schooling a horse along them, or
just enjoying my own personal
horses, riding without fences or
walls are moments I could never
do without—it is a total sensory
experience.  There are few rules
to this kind of practice; the ride
becomes what we make it—just
my horse and me.
 
To empower other horse lovers,
and to pass along to them this
particular freedom in experience
is what I am focused on
accomplishing. It is why I love
what I do. With the many horsey
obstacles people face, the top
topic is safety. The reality for
many equestrians is how to be
able to get their horses better
schooled for rider safety, and
become more in tune with their
mount for safer riding. But that is
not ever the end goal for any
rider. The end goal is to create art;
expressing yourself on
horseback—the landscape
being the canvas, the harmony
and partnership between you
and your “Thunder Hoof” being
the very brush strokes that
define you. Isn’t that why we
endure the boatload of work and
expense that goes along with
keeping these massive
creatures? How to accomplish
this task is what horsemanship is
about.

It is most definitely a one-sided dream, but Patriot is my
dream horse. He’s my King of the Wind. 
 
He does everything with gusto and yet is as gentle as a lamb. He is
the answer to my question: What does the horse world mean to me?
 
I have been asking myself this question a lot recently. My journey
with horses has lasted for over forty-five years and I am always
pursuing toward the new...and so I ask this question often. My current

He is the last in his line, a line of about five generations of my bloodline.
I believe, found in this mare, were some genetics worthy of him.
Horses are not super complicated, I kinda know what the horse world
experience means to him. I also know what he gets out of his time
spent with me…a darn good roll afterwards.

Rein Photography



I have been training horses for over
30 years and value the western horse
lifestyle in my approach to training.
Giving clinics and seminars on how
to reach your full potential with your
horse through the training
foundation of Cowboy Dressage
makes me happier than a full breeze
from a corn-eatin’ horse.

Check out our online training:
www.competitivetrailhorse.com
 
I appreciate your feedback.
Please give us a
"Like" on
Facebook>

 
In these moments of
creative expression, of
harmony and partnership,
my horse doesn’t care
what I look like, what I am
wearing, or what saddle I
am in (as long as it fits);
he cares about how I am
sitting. He doesn’t really
care how long my whip is,
the style of my boots, or
even the type of bit I use,
or don’t use; he cares
about how I use them.
 
 

In our own personal
horsemanship journey, it is
important to remember that we
all have a belief in our horse. A
belief we want to share with
someone. Everyone wants to
share their passion with other
like-minded people. You are a
part of ____add your own
place____ where you are free to
share that passion.
 

Membership into a world of
horsemanship is just a belief
that, together, you and your
horse can do something great.
Harmony and partnership
between you and your horse
and rider being the essence of
what you should build.
 

Dutchess, my new rescued
mare, “met” up with Patriot over
the summer. In spite of the fact
that she thinks she’s a little wild
weanling in a great big mare’s
body (when it suits her). In spite
of the fact that she’s got a fat-
Morgan’s-health-drama diagnosis,
it looks like Patriot will add
another part to his resume since
they are expecting a June foal.
 

Giddy-up and have a great
holiday with your four-footed
gift!
 

https://www.facebook.com/Jeff-Wilson-Cowboy-Dressage-585151201496135/


When Jack arrives at
the barn he walks by
his beloved equine
twice before he
realizes it's him. 
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Choosing the right trainer for your beloved equine and yourself is one
of the most important decisions you will make.  Secondary only to
choosing the right farrier and veterinarian.  Finding the right trainer for
your beloved horse, mule or donkey is extremely tough and vital. In the
case of mules or donkeys we know that longears are not as forgiving as
other equines and that makes choosing the correct trainer even more
important.  Our hope is that this article will help ease that process and
keep you from making some costly mistakes.
 

The horror stories.
Sadly, many of us have heard stories about someone who chose the
wrong trainer, resulting in long lasting training or health problems. In a
matter of 90 days things can go terribly wrong with the wrong trainer
and put your equine at risk.
 
As equine owners, we have a diverse level of skills, with some of us
having the ability to start a young equine, but not to finish them. That
was the case with Jack. Jack had raised and taught the basics to his gaited
equine that showed a lot of promise. In searching for a gaited trainer
Jack reached out to a trainer in another state who had a reputation for
winning gaited classes and training some great gaited equines.
 
Jack told the trainer what he wanted to do with his gaited equine. The
one stipulation would be if the gaited equine could not do the show ring
gaits naturally, the equine would be returned home to become a trail
partner. The decision was made and the gaited equine traveled to the
trainer’s barn. Fast forward 90 days. According to the trainer everything
was going well and the gaited equine would soon be at his first show.
Excited to see how his equine was progressing, Jack traveled to the show.
But Jack’s equine wasn’t there. The trainer tells him his equine was having
some issues with colic so he had left him home. Jack immediately leaves
the show, heads home to pick up his trailer and continues on to pick up
his equine.
 
When Jack arrives at the barn he walks by his beloved equine twice
before he realizes it's him.   In a stall with knee deep mud and manure,
crappy hay and very little water. Jack’s beloved equine was almost dead
and no one was around tending to him. Jack loaded his equine and
headed home with him, praying he would still be alive once he got home.
 
Jack’s equine did live, but it took nine months of wound care, meds and
a great feeding program to get him back to where he could be ridden
again. He never made it to the show ring, but he did make one awesome
beautiful trail partner. Jack’s beloved equine was never sold and lived
out his days on Jack’s farm.
 

What are the lessons to be learned
from this horrible true story?

Don’t Let Your Dreams
Turn into a Night Mare
Choose the Right Trainer

Rein Photography



There are tons of questions to ask yourself before you send
your equine off to the trainer and what you can do if you
suspect neglect or abuse.
 
First ask yourself what are your short and long-term goals
as an equestrian? What is your equine discipline.  For
example, if you are a trail rider you may not want to seek
the help of a show jumper trainer.  A better choice might
be an all-around trainer.
 
Once you have identified your goals and plans.  Make
yourself a list of potential trainers to interview.  I advise
that you start this research at least 14-16 months in advance
of your anticipated date to send your equine to a trainer.
Most trainers have a waiting list and can be as long as 12
months.
 

Check your potential
trainer out.  
Thanks to social media and Google researching your
potential trainer has been made simpler than in years past.
Had Jack had access to Google he could have researched
that this trainer had already been investigated by the
Humane Society in his state.
 
When you are interviewing your trainer, there are a number
of additional questions to ask. How many head do they
have in their barn currently?  Does your trainer have a
helper?  Will the trainer be riding your equine or their
helper?  Some trainers charge you a flat fee per month
regardless of how many times they ride or work them.  Some
charge only per ride and then charge you a daily boarding
fee.  Does the trainer have a minimum amount of time they
would train your equine?   All this money spent on training
your equine, does that include you the owner taking
lessons?  Is there an extra charge for lessons?
 

Check out the facility.
Go the barn where your equine will be living if possible,
check little things.  Are the water troughs clean?  Are the
pens and stalls clean?  Are there salt and mineral blocks in
every pen?  Will your equine be stalled with no turnout?
Or will your equine have a shed and a run?  Is the area safe?
Does your equine have a dry space to get during wet
weather?  Take a look in the tack room.  Red alerts would
be caustic materials stored there to sore an animal.  What
does the hay storage look like? What kind of hay and feed
will your equine be eating.  You are paying for a service
and have every right to ask these questions.  There are
professional ways to go about it as well.  Any professional
trainer will be more than happy to say here is our feed
supply, here is the tack I use and here is the run where your
equine will be staying.
 

Visit regularly.
Once you have picked “the right trainer” for your equine,
make sure you visit regularly.  Don’t plan your visits at the
same time. Be random with your visits but tread carefully,
you don’t want to show up at 8 pm when you know your
trainer is spending time with their family.  Ask for video

updates and photos.  With all the current technology
sending a snipped unedited video or photograph should
not take more than 5 minutes.
  

When to contact
authorities
If you find that your equine is in an abusive trainer situation
don’t remove them from there until you have called the
local sheriff’s department.  If you don’t feel safe staying
there while the Sheriff department comes or while you
make the call go to a public place and make the call.  The
point being, you need to have it on record from a public
official the condition you found your equine in.  If your
equine is out of state at the trainer's, don’t leave that state
with them until you have had a licensed veterinary check
them out and give you a full written statement and
clearance to travel.
 
 
 

Note from the editor
 
This article was submitted by a trusted associate of Sport
and Trail Magazine.  All accounts are true, as related by the
experiences of the author.  Names have been changed as
the purpose of the story is not to focus on an individual,
but to focus on the importance of protecting our equine
partners who depend upon us to keep them safe and
properly cared for.
 
In response to this subject of critical concern, we at Sport
and Trail Magazine would like to emphasize the importance
of regular visits to your trainer while your horse is in their
care.  There are a multitude of reasons for doing so.
 
First, there is no better way of ensuring your horse's
condition than by regular visits.  You can assess weight loss,
changes in demeanor, stabling and turn-out conditions and
ask for reports about your horse's overall well-being as well
as training progress.  There is much information to glean
from how your horse progresses during training, which can
greatly increase your understanding of your horse and its
uniqueness.
 
Secondly, by observing training sessions with your horse,
you will be able to further deepen the understanding of
your horse and his personality, while simultaneously
increasing your own knowledge and horsemanship skills.
This is not to say to be disruptive, but to quietly observe
and thus be as much a part of your horse's training process
as possible.
 
It's much like schooling our children.  Involved parents see
greater success in a child's education.  With our horses, an
involved owner will be able to benefit likewise, while also
providing a level of protection and the
knowledge that your horse is learning
 in a safe, healthy environment while
away from your barn and under the
care of others.
 



http://lunatierra.com/dp-saddles-tack/


Get Your Game Plan!
 By Julie Alonzo

www.weunited.us

orking Equitation is not just
fun, it’s also a great way to
extend the partnership
between horse and rider as
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meter dressage court. Each level
has its own dressage test, starting
off in the Introductory level with
simple movements such as
walking and trotting straight lines
and circles and culminating at the
highest levels with lateral
movements, extensions and
collections at trot and canter,
canter pirouettes, and flying lead
changes.  Then, they demonstrate
their ability to successfully
negotiate a variety of obstacles
with finesse in the part of the
competition called Ease of
Handling. For Novice A levels and
above, riders then move on to
perform obstacles at speed.
Finally, in team competitions,
riders may enter the timed Cow
Trial in which they work with 3-4

teammates to cut a designated
cow from a herd and move it into
a holding pen on the other side of
the arena.
 
Each of the trials demands slightly
different qualities from horses
and riders, yet they are all
connected by the overall goal of
solid horsemanship.
 
In the Dressage trial, the
movements are designed to
illustrate the progressively
greater expectations as horses
and riders move from rudimentary
riding skills to those expected of
the most advanced. The
Introductory level is limited to
walk and trot, offering a safe place
for beginning riders and

W

Makenzie Holley and LipizzanMakenzie Holley and Lipizzan
mare Terra Blanca,mare Terra Blanca,
Intermediate A level SpeedIntermediate A level Speed
trial.trial.
  
Photo courtesy of Michael T.Photo courtesy of Michael T.
PhotographyPhotography
  

the versatility required helps
encourage continued development
and greater horsemanship over time.
 
In the sport, riders first ride a
designated pattern in a 20 x 40

http://weunited.us/
http://weunited.us/
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Pedro Torres and
Lusitano stallion
Oxidado galloping
over the Bridge in the
Speed trial.
 
Photo courtesy of
Pedro Torres



Barbara Lawson and her
Lusitano gelding Dom Do
Nico, Introductory level
dressage trial.
 
Photo courtesy of
Michael T. Photography

inexperienced horses to enter the sport
and gain experience in the competition
environment. Judges look for things
such as the ability to maintain
straightness down centerline;
consistent and correct bending in
circles; balance, straightness and
immobility in the halt; straight, smooth
reinback; and correct shape and size of
movements such as 20 meter circles
and 10 meter half circles. They also look
for impulsion and submission in the
horse and the quality of the horse’s
gaits.
 
As riders move up to the Novice A level,
canter circles are introduced and
proper bend is evaluated not only in the
circles but also in a shallow serpentine
down the long side of the court, moving
from the rail to the quarter line, then
back to the rail, once in each direction.
Novice B introduces some lateral
movements in walk, lead changes
through the trot, as well as a quarter turn
on the haunches (ridden the same way
as a walk pirouette, but with the back
legs moving in a slightly larger circle
during the movement).
 
Intermediate A continues to refine and
elevate the expectations, with lateral
movement at trot added and several
simple lead changes through the walk,
as well as a medium trot across the
diagonal and transitions between
collected and medium canter. The
movement to Intermediate B is clearly
marked by the advancement from
simple changes of lead to flying lead
changes in the canter as well as the
change from a walk turn on the
haunches to a proper walk pirouette.
 
The Advanced level ratchets up the
difficulty by requiring these same
advanced movements be completed
entirely with only one hand on the reins,
regardless of type of bit and bridle used.
At the Master’s level, one-handed riding
is still required, but riders also add an
artistic element as they ride the
dressage test to music of their choice
and organize where in the dressage
court they perform each movement (the
Master’s test specifies the movements
that must be ridden and the order in
which they must be completed, but the
rider choreographs the actual
placement and timing of each.
 
The expectations outlined in each
level’s Dressage tests carry over into the
Ease of Handling trial. Introductory



For more information about
Working
Equitation,
please visit
our website
www.WEUnited.us.
 
About the author:
Julie Alonzo, former President of
WE United, competes at the
Intermediate level.  In the photo
she is riding Hilandero X, P.R.E.
Andalusian Stallion.

“For example,” he continued, “in the
Parallel Post Slalom, I might usually have
eight strides between each lead change.
In Speed, I might instead ask my horse to
lengthen his stride a little bit, maybe seven
strides instead of eight in between each

flying change. It is also important to think
about the lines between obstacles. By
planning a more direct route, straighter
lines, it is possible to cut many seconds off
your ride while still maintaining the quiet
quality in the obstacles.”

level competitors are
prohibited from cantering, and
the obstacles they may be
presented with do not require
lateral movement or jumping.
However, judges still evaluate
their performance based on the
quality of bend and symmetry
/ geometry; the straightness,
balance, and immobility at halt;
the quality with which they
perform reinback; and the
horse’s overall submission,
impulsion, and quality of gaits.
Novice A level riders are
expected to trot through most
of the obstacles but canter
between obstacles, while those
in Novice B and above are
expected to canter both within
and between obstacles.
Advanced and Master’s level
riders must maintain use of a
single hand on the reins and
may not touch their horse with
their free hand (this includes
using their free hand to balance
on the horse’s neck while
jumping).
 
SPEED AND COW TRIALS
 
Unlike the Dressage and Ease
of Handling trials, the Speed
and Cow trials are timed rather
than judged, per se. Many
people just starting out in the
sport are nervous about adding
the element of speed. Pedro
Torres, many times world
champion in the sport offers
some great advice to ensure
that the introduction of the
speed trial doesn’t harm the
overall training of the horse.
 
“It is important to maintain the
quality and smoothness with
which you perform the
obstacles. Do not rush your
horse through the obstacles
and risk the introduction of
tension,” Torres advised.
“Instead, practice extending
your canter between obstacles,
returning to a relaxed, quality
performance within the
obstacle. In this way, the
obstacle remains a place of
relaxation for the horse, yet you
can move quickly around the
course if your horse is
accustomed to extending and
collecting the gaits.”

Mark Mason and Quarter
Horse mare Shannon's
Gold Remedy, Novice A
level Ease of Handling
trial.
 
Photo courtesy of
Michael T. Photography

https://www.facebook.com/Working-Equitation-California-829092843799146/?fref=ts
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Being a Beginner
By Lauren Woodard

Bruce Lee said, “Nothing is learned at a high level.”
 
Being a beginner isn’t the greatest fun. So we don’t want
to be one. And of course, to a degree and those are three
very important words – to a degree, we can do a lot of
things that we really don’t’ have the skills to do at a high
level.
 
Frequently with horses, we get hurt and if it’s not a
devastating injury, we brush it off and say something like –
but I got back on and… many times, it becomes a point of
pride. And while it’s great to persevere through the
accidents and incidents, if you don’t examine why they
happened and address those holes in your skills, it’ll surely
happen again and more often. One of my fave’s from
Leonard Cohen is “Pay attention to the cracks because
that’s where the light gets in.”
 
To make the point a bit further, many people say they speak
Spanish and will then rattle off: ?Dónde está el baño?, Una
cerveza más, or count to 10.
 
Great, but that doesn’t mean you speak Spanish. It means
you can repeat a couple of sentences.
 
Don’t get me wrong, it’s not a bad thing to want a high
level, but, reality is persistent and if you haven’t put in the
study (by the way – studying the wrong thing or the right
thing without timing skills or with the wrong teacher all
apply) you won’t have those results you so dearly want.
We live in a world that practically demands instant
gratification, but alas, that expectation – which isn’t
remotely practical – also isn’t possible.
 
Pro athletes are pro athletes because they’ve put in the
work.
 

All this to say: What’s your Start Like?

Lauren has been teaching and
training for over 40 years and
is the author of two books that
are pure magic for
horsemanship – “Curbside
Service” and “Balky, Balky, I
Ain’t Goin’”. Find out how to
be strategic in your best next
steps to Exceptional
Horsemanship for Mounted
Archery by grabbing her
“Wouldn’t It Be Great If ____?”
Quiz to check your
perspective and propel your
horsemanship on her
exceptionalhorsemanship.com 
site.

For more information about
Mounted Archery Association of the
Americas (MA3) visit their
website:
www.mountedarchery.org

What does your horse do while at the gate or line, waiting
for the go signal?
 
Can you get to the line quietly?  Do you need help? Someone
to hold your horse or drag him over there?
 
Is spinning or traveling sideways part of the experience?
Do you feel you need a tie-down/martingale so you don’t
get your face broken?
 
Many people pay me to stand still with their horse and/or
pay me to make them do it. Why? Because they don’t want
to and won’t. but if you get on and get going, and believe
me, much of the time, it’s get on while going, how will the
horse ever learn to stand quietly?
 
Now don’t think you can just tie your horse up to do this.
Tying a horse up to learn to stand quietly teaches him to
stand quietly while tied. It doesn’t teach him to stand quietly
while mounted and with you getting excited for your next
go at the targets.
 
Therefore – yes – you must practice helping your horse
develop a quiet mind and quiet hooves when your horse
would rather be anxious and skittering about.
 
If your horse is comfortable standing somewhere else – that
isn’t practicing. You must set up the situation where the
horse DOESN’T want to stand still in order to practice!
 
Until next time:
DO GOOD WORK!

These concepts and what to do about it is in my book
“Curbside Service: Change the Way You and Your Horse Think
About Each Other.” So, to get a much better grasp of it, pop
over to my website where you can click on the book which
will take you straight to Amazon and it will be in your mailbox
post hast.

http://www.mountedarchery.org/
https://www.facebook.com/Mounted-Archery-Association-of-the-Americas-163692415289/
http://www.mountedarchery.org/


MA3

Alexis Jones and her horse
taking a first lesson with
expert archer, Diana Troyk
 
Photo by Aponi
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By Jakob GregoryBy Jakob Gregory
  

  
My mom, JayaMae Gregory,  and I were invitedMy mom, JayaMae Gregory,  and I were invited
to Missouri to accept an award on behalf of ourto Missouri to accept an award on behalf of our
17-year-old mare, Foxfire’s Little Britches17-year-old mare, Foxfire’s Little Britches
(Asali). This year, Asali became the first Missouri(Asali). This year, Asali became the first Missouri
Fox Trotter to finish the Tevis (Western StatesFox Trotter to finish the Tevis (Western States
Trail Ride 100 Miles One Day Ride, http://www.Trail Ride 100 Miles One Day Ride, http://www.
teviscup.org/) twice. She also became the firstteviscup.org/) twice. She also became the first
Missouri Fox Trotter to carry a junior down theMissouri Fox Trotter to carry a junior down the
Tevis trail (me!).Tevis trail (me!).
  
The Missouri Fox Trotting Horse BreedThe Missouri Fox Trotting Horse Breed
Association (MFTHBA) invited us to the WorldAssociation (MFTHBA) invited us to the World
Show and Championship in Ava, Missouri. MyShow and Championship in Ava, Missouri. My
mom  and I landed in Springfield, Missouri, onmom  and I landed in Springfield, Missouri, on
September 5, after four grueling hours on smallSeptember 5, after four grueling hours on small
planes, starting in Paradise, California.planes, starting in Paradise, California.
  
When we first arrived on the show fairgrounds,When we first arrived on the show fairgrounds,
I was in a place where I knew I belonged. LotsI was in a place where I knew I belonged. Lots
of Missouri Fox Trotters surrounded me. Amberof Missouri Fox Trotters surrounded me. Amber
Wilson of the MFTHBA greeted me and my mom.Wilson of the MFTHBA greeted me and my mom.
She was very nice and treated us like celebrities!She was very nice and treated us like celebrities!
She gave us a tour. The grounds were so bigShe gave us a tour. The grounds were so big
that you had to drive everywhere in a golf cart.that you had to drive everywhere in a golf cart.
  
There were four different arenas, two warm-upThere were four different arenas, two warm-up
arenas, the show arena, and the cattle sortingarenas, the show arena, and the cattle sorting
arena. Six barns with 50 stalls each reigned overarena. Six barns with 50 stalls each reigned over
the show grounds. Every barn was filled withthe show grounds. Every barn was filled with
horses! There were a lot of different vendorshorses! There were a lot of different vendors
selling clothes, food, and tack. My favorite placeselling clothes, food, and tack. My favorite place
to eat was The Rusted Fork. They made reallyto eat was The Rusted Fork. They made really
good fried pie!good fried pie!
  
I got a lot of Missouri Fox Trotter gear, includingI got a lot of Missouri Fox Trotter gear, including
a ton of shirts. When we watched the show, mya ton of shirts. When we watched the show, my
mom and I got to sit in Amber’s box seats. Themom and I got to sit in Amber’s box seats. The
show went on the entire week and started atshow went on the entire week and started at
6:00 p.m. each evening and ended at 11:00 p.6:00 p.m. each evening and ended at 11:00 p.
m. The Fox Trotters were being graded on howm. The Fox Trotters were being graded on how
well they could trot, canter, and flat foot walk.well they could trot, canter, and flat foot walk.
Flat foot walking is walking at a very high paceFlat foot walking is walking at a very high pace
with an excessive head bob. I was always tryingwith an excessive head bob. I was always trying
to pick out the winner, I would never make ato pick out the winner, I would never make a
good judge.good judge.
  

CONTINUED >>

https://aerc.org/


Jakob Gregory and hisJakob Gregory and his
Missouri Foxtrotter, Asali, theMissouri Foxtrotter, Asali, the
first Missouri Fox Trotter tofirst Missouri Fox Trotter to
finish the 100 mile Tevis,finish the 100 mile Tevis,
twice.  Jakob is a 15  year oldtwice.  Jakob is a 15  year old
junior rider.junior rider.
  
© Gore/Baylor Photography© Gore/Baylor Photography

Celebrating an Endurance

Missouri Foxtrotter



The second day, I was interviewed by
the local radio station. I was asked a lot
about Tevis and my journey with Asali.
My favorite part of Tevis was going over
Cougar Rock. It was my third time going
over and each time I had a different
experience. Asali didn’t go up it as easily
as I had hoped. She tried turning around
halfway up the Rock! It was her fourth
time going up Cougar Rock, so I
assumed she would go up it with no
problem.
 
After the radio interview, Mom took me
to Fantastic Caverns. It is the only
caverns in the U.S. that you can drive
through. There are only four drivable
caverns in the world! The caverns were
very dark and cold inside. I shivered the
entire time I was in the caverns. The
most interesting fact I learned about
the caverns was that it takes a century
for a rock to grow one cubic inch!
 
That night was the awards ceremony. I
received the award in front of a lot of
people in the stands. I received a
plaque congratulating Asali on her
Tevis finish.
 
Our last day in Ava, I got to participate
in a cattle sorting clinic. There were a
few old cowboys who were directing
the clinic. I rode Amber’s 15-year-old
Fox Trotter mare, Ladybug. I have never
done anything of the sort before! We
had to sort five cows, in a specific order,
from one pen to another pen. The
winning team is the team who can sort
the cows the fastest in the correct order.
I had a really fun time, I hope to do it
again. The clinic was three days long
and the last day you could win $1,000,
but I didn’t get to stay for that.

Above, Asali and Jakob stop for a quick
break in Michigan Bluff, about 62 miles
into the Tevis Cup ride .
Photo by Kimberly Rivers.

Below, Jakob being interviewed by a local
radio station at the MFTHBA World Show
& Championship in Ava, MO. 



For more information about endurance riding, visit www.
aerc.org, or phone 866-271-2372. For a free information
booklet by mail, go to https://aerc.org/inforequest.
 
The American Endurance Ride Conference (AERC) was
founded in 1972 as a national governing body for long
distance riding. Over the years the nonprofit organization
has developed a set of rules and guidelines designed to
provide a standardized format and strict veterinary controls.
AERC also encourages the use, protection, and development
of equestrian trails, especially those with historic
significance. These rides promote
awareness of the importance of trail
preservation for future generations
and foster an appreciation of our
American heritage.
 

In the afternoon, my mom and I presented a seminar. We
talked about endurance and what a great sport it is. We
gave the audience information on Tevis, the start of
endurance, the care of the horses, etc. We signed our big
blow-up pictures of both of us going up Cougar Rock. The
pictures are hanging up in the MFTHBA Wall of Fame.
 
After the seminar, we drove into Springfield and
celebrated at a fancy Italian restaurant with Fettucine
Alfredo and frozen yogurt.
 
Thank you to my mom, grandpa, the Missouri Fox Trotting
Horse Breed Association, Echo Valley Ranch, and all the
people who helped me out in Missouri. I couldn’t have
gone without your sponsorship of my trip. It was nice
meeting Amber Wilson, Amy Stangyl, Chastity Young,
Julie Bellucci, and Shelly Robbins. I had such a great time
and I hope to visit Missouri and see all of you again!

Above, Jakob and his mother, JayaMae, taken just before the
seminar we hosted on the Tevis Cup and Endurance Riding at the
MFTHBA World Show & Championship in Ava, MO.
 
Below, Jakob on Ladybug (a cute little Missouri Fox Trotter mare)
after the cattle sorting clinic with the cowboys who hosted the
clinic. These three men were very impressed with Jakob. When I
told them at the beginning of the clinic that Jakob had never sorted
cattle or done anything like it before, one of the cowboys yelled
out (in his Missouri accent), "Anyone who can ride 100 Miles can
sort some cows!" He was right... Jakob got the hang of sorting
cattle pretty quick! 

Jakob and Asali at a vet-check

https://www.facebook.com/groups/60765322138/
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RIDE HOST MARY SUTHERLAND
Photography by
Jason Brekke
 
Veteran ride host, Mary
Sutherland, recently
held yet another well
attended ride at the
Patterson Ranch in Star
Valley / Payson, AZ.  

teaching our horses and put those skills to a
purpose.  It simply made more sense to ask things
of your horse, get him tuned in to you and have
some fun and challenges, rather than just going
down the trail with him hardly knowing you were
up there.
 
All of us who ride “ETS”, Equine Trail Sports, have
seen such huge changes in our horses and our
fellow riders and their horses.  There is such a
variety of obstacles and ways to improve with every
horse from picking up and handling things, backing,
sidepassing, going forward over, under, or through
things like logs, curtains, bridges and hills!  Our
“TC” Trail Challenges are about 5-8 miles with
judged obstacles along the way.  Our “OC” Obstacle
Challenges can be in an arena or field.  ETS has
something for everyone!  Three levels that you can
PICK when you see the obstacle!  No time clock
ticking over your head, so no need to put additional
pressure on your horse to hurry.  Even if you don’t
trail ride much yet, try an OC it’s a great way to get

When I first saw competitive obstacle events over 10
years ago, I knew it was something that fit right in with
what I was doing and what I believed important with
horses and their riders.  We had always done "playdays"
with obstacles, and I used obstacles often in my training
program.  It was a great way to challenge what we were

                       Left to right: Katrina Hruska, Fern
                                  Tillman, Sharon Gustafson,
                                        Loralee Wuertz, and Eddie
                                                                                      Christopher

https://www.equinetrailsports.com/


Upcoming Rides ETS Southwest
 

December 16, 2017
San Tan Mountain Regional Park
Queens Creek, AZ
https://www.equinetrailsports.com/event/11324/
 
January 13, 2018
Goldfield Ghost Town
Apache Junction, AZ
https://www.equinetrailsports.com/event/11401/

"ETS events are the perfect way to build on you
skills as a horseman and your relationship with
your equine.  The SW is blessed with a wonderful
Ambassador, Mary Sutherland, and beautiful
rides, such as the one in Star Valley, AZ," Tessa
Nicolet and her 5 year old Morgan ‘Ridge’

Interested in Hosting?  Start here!
For more information visit: equinetrailsports.com

your horse out having fun and learning!  We even have
“In-hand” competitions!
 

We pick some of the most beautiful forests, ranches and
trails in the state!  I do look for safe trails with good footing.
We pick places that people would really enjoy seeing, such
as our recent Patterson Ranch 3 day weekend ride outside
of Payson, AZ.  There were fall colors, diverse vegetation
and awesome granite trails with very little rock, all the
while meandering through peaceful creek beds and
around the beautiful Monument Peak. Riders returned to
the hospitality of the ranch and a potluck dinner with
friends around the fire.
 

Even with the light sprinkles on Friday it didn’t “dampen”
our fun!  Everyone “cowboy’d up”, kept dry in their rain
gear and had fun and laughs.  The only thing missing was
a pot of chili, which the local FFA group promised to have
for us next time! We loved having all the FFA juniors there,
helping and learning from the judges too.
 

We couldn’t ask for a friendlier, more fun loving group of
folks, riders and judges alike!  All are always supportive
of one another and help each other learn.
 

We are always looking for new hosts too.  It’s easy the way
ETS has laid out a system that is simple to use and gives
us everything we need to put an event together.  I’d be
happy to help anyone who wants more info on putting
something together!

ETS provides fun and challenging obstacles along
with an opportunity to ride new trails and to meet
new friends who love trail riding!" Renee Joy and
Paulo, a Quarter Horse gelding.

"I enjoy riding at Patterson Ranch in Star Valley
because the scenery is beautiful and the trails
are diverse. Mary Sutherland‘s obstacles are
always challenging and the judges are friendly
and helpful.  I always enjoy the wonderful people
I meet while participating in the ETS rides. These
events have helped Rhino and I become better
riding partners," Katrina Hruska and Rhino, an 8
year old Paint gelding.
 

Tessa Nicolet
and Ridge

Renee Joy and
Paulo

https://www.facebook.com/EquineTrailSports/
http://www.equinetrailsports.com
https://www.equinetrailsports.com/manage_event/


ountain Trail has moved to southwest Nevada
in a big way with the construction of aM

Mountain Trail course in Pahrump, Nevada at Happy
Hoof Beats Equestrian Center which is on property
owned by horse trainer Barbara Callihan.  
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IMTCA Southwest Nevada
By Mark Bolender

This is the latest IMTCA approved course
designed and built by Mark Bolender.  The
course is on a compact site yet it offers
everything to all riders from the beginning
rider to the most advanced.
 
It is a rare thing to see water in this part of
Nevada yet this course offers a small pond
and a squirting water box.  Both water
obstacles are designed to withstand years of
use.  Along with the water obstacles the course
offers several types of bridges that may be
encountered on a real trail ride such as a
suspension bridge, rolling bridge and a bridge
with side rails, plus it features a ninety-degree
turn.
 
In the Pacific North West where I am from we
have a number of bridges in poor repair and
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Photo by Maja Reilley

it is not uncommon for them to move slightly while
navigating them which in turn has led to a number of
accidents with injury often sustained by horse or rider.
By building a bridge that rolls we can teach the horse
to address a moving bridge in a safe manner.  The
horse’s instinct is to bolt off a bridge that moves which
can result in injury to horse and rider so by simulating
a bridge that moves in a controlled training session
we can build a bold and confident horse that is able
to deal with this situation in a safe manner.
 
It is the same with the suspension bridge where the
horse learns to deal with and maintain its demeanor
while walking across or turning around on a bridge
that moves under it.  The biggest limiting factor in
teaching new skills to the horse is the human factor.
Often the human doubts that a horse can navigate a
certain obstacle which becomes a self-fulfilling
prophecy in having the horse fail in learning a desired
skill.
 
We were able to demonstrate this in a clinic
immediately after the course was built in October of
 

2017.  All the horses became successful in navigating
each obstacle by the end of a two day clinic.  Many
in the clinic looked at me in disbelief when at the
start of the clinic I told them that each horse would
be able to walk across and or navigate each obstacle
by the end of day two.  The reason each horse and
rider were successful was the fact that my wife Lee
and myself know what the horse can do across the
globe.  My total belief in the horse transferred over
to the owners when they watched me teach their
horse to do what they thought was impossible such
as teaching the horse to walk across the three
different balance beams.
 
A well-designed Mountain Trail course is much more
than obstacles laid out for horses to navigate.  Many
aspects went into designing this course to maximize
training and safety for horse and rider.  This course
is 3D which adds to the visual ascetics and is pleasing
to the eye.  A 3D Mountain Trail course also adds to
the realism as in a real trail ride and increases the
difficulty level in maintaining a consistent cadence
at any gait and especially the canter-lope.   As in a
real trail ride the trail can become narrow yet the
option of going off the trail is not an option.  In this

http://www.imtca.org/


while at the canter-lope, the trail
becomes very narrow and tight at
times while canter-loping yet it is
very possible.  By putting this
challenge into this Mountain Trail
course it forces horse and rider to
address horsemanship and
control.  A well designed Mountain
Trail Course is a great training tool
and a great tool in having riders
look at their equitation or lack of
it.  In order to be successful in riding
and navigating obstacle one must
have proper equitation.
 
I know that equitation is often a
dirty word and often avoided at all
cost however, this new equine
discipline now forces each rider to
assess their seat.  If a rider
consistently falls off of the balance
beam for example I can almost
guarantee that the rider is not using
their legs and driving the horse
forward or they are off balance in
their seat.  A rider will soon discover
that if they sit correctly and use
their legs they will have success in
crossing the balance beam.  This is
just one example of what can be
learned while riding at Barbra’s
Callihan Mountain Trail Course.  I
could address the advantages and
fun of a mountain trail course but
the last thing I will touch on is
transitions.
  
In most of our riding and training
we talk about and train for
transitions.  If we miss a transition
at letter C at the canter-lope it is
not a big deal.  However, if we fail
to come from the canter-lope at
the crossbuck then we have a major
safely issue.  The point is,
transitions now have real meaning
and failure to transition will have
real and immediate consequences
which means that one will be
forced to address riding and
horsemanship skills.
 
The exciting part of this Mountain
Trail Course in Southern Nevada is
it provides a fun time while
learning new horsemanship skills
and at the same time builds a
partnership with the horse.
 
Happy Trails and Bolender
Blessings.
 
 
For more information
please visit:
www.imtca.org

Photo by Maja Reilley

https://www.facebook.com/IMTCA/


Left is Barbara
Callihan with Lee
and Mark Bolender
at Barbara's facility
in Nevada.
 
By building a bridge
that rolls, pictured
below, we can teach
the horse to address
a moving bridge in a
safe manner.  The
horse’s instinct is to
bolt off a bridge that
moves which can
result in injury to
horse and rider.

Photo by Jazmine
Dawidowicz

Photo by Jazmine Dawidowicz

Photo by Jazmine Dawidowicz
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With our 35th Anniversary coming up this year, Lee & I were
looking for an awesome ride to commemorate it-Yes! Let’s GO
for it! Every 3 years the Double Cross happens so it was coming
up this September so we set our sights on it and rode every
chance we got so we could make the 25 +/- miles every day
for 21 days. We sent in our money and marked the trophy box,
figured up all the supplies we needed, horse feed and hay,
dog food and our food, figured up fuel and Lee set up the
stopovers for our trip.
 
So off we go, loading up our two Missouri Foxtrotter geldings-
Eagle’s Rockin’ Granite- 15 years old & Kate’s 007- 10 years
old- leaving Sept 5th and drove to Campground Stables in
Altamont, Illinois. Nice place, safe and secure big stalls. There,
to our surprise, we met 3 others traveling to the ride! Amy,
Becky & Galen from Oklahoma. The next day we all left and
we traveled to a little layover outside of Flint, Mi. Thursday
Sept 7 we arrived at River Road Camp about 1:30pm and
settled in nicely behind our new OK. friends!

horseshoes/markers through the forests of poplar, birch,
maple and pine- beautiful tall trees & the leaves
glistening in the rain with the sunlight dancing on them.
Nice easy, sandy terrain, the trails quiet except for the
rain as we wound through the forest; beautiful ferns
everywhere with colorful mushrooms popping out here
and there. Saw several ant hills & had to watch for
badger holes. The candy fairy, Donna, had gotten out
early and left candy along the trail to help the newbies
see the markers so they could recognize which way to
go. Once in the town of Oscoda, we rode through
residential areas to get to the lake. Rose & her friends,
as they passed us going the other way, had already
informed us that Lake Huron was rolling! After we
crossed the busy highway & rode beside the boardwalk-
There it was, waves crashing & spraying everywhere!
Awesome! So windy and cold, but Seven marched right
into the water at my urging and tried to get a drink but
the waves were crashing & then going back out so
quickly that it was just sand before he could get very
many sips. He seemed so puzzled! Granite was in the
lake but not happy- the water was really cold! We saw
the OK. riders coming so we waited to take their pictures
in the water. Their horses all looked at those waves and
said NO WAY! Then one after another they all got their
feet wet so we all left, loaded up and drove back to camp
to get ready for Saturdays ride! 7pm meeting the trail
boss told us to watch out for bees on the trail, about the
trail and lunch would be served for the next 4 days for
a donation. Tomorrow will be a high of 57 but no rain!
 
Saturday- 19.1  Up and feed horses and us, pull highline,
saddle and scatter manure – all by headlamps and
flashlights. This would be our mornings for our entire
ride. Lee is our Rig Jumper so he and Pistol get in the
truck and follow the bus to the next camp while I watch
the horses. The Big Blue MTRA bus driven by Barb- brings
all the rig jumpers back to camp where they saddle their
horses and hit the trail- some fast, some slow, groups or
single riders. 36 degrees when we rode out at 8am. We

Michigan Shore to Shore
500 miles by Cindy Fonken

Trail Boss Gale checked us and
our horses in and we visited and
got our things ready for the next
days ride. At 6pm Gale rounded
everyone up for the pot luck
with MTRA cooking hot dogs. So
much good food to eat! At the
meeting they explained the
next days trails and then we ate.
Everyone was excited about
tomorrow! Rain was coming in
so we blanketed the horses and
went to bed. So begins our RIDE!
 
Sept 8- 17 miles.  This is a 2 way
ride, you can ride to the lake or
from the lake. We chose to ride
to the lake so our friends used
our trailer to drive to the lake
parking lot. Starting at 9am- 38
degrees & drizzle off we go
following the blue dots/
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Lee and Cindy Fonken on their 500
mile ride

http://www.toptrailhorse.net/


waited for all the bucking horses & fast horses to leave before
starting off, we just took our time & let our horses pick their
way down the trail as it was going to be a long day of riding.
Beautiful forests today- trees everywhere, winding trails in
the pines- lunch was served – hot ham & cheese, cookies,
chips and drinks. Just an hour or so from camp! Coming into
the camp area we could tell we were high & the valley was
deep but the trees were so thick we couldn’t see. Fed the
horses & our supper was beef stew & our OK friends had
burgers, we visited with them while we ate & then the folks
from Vermont Jeanie & Mike came over & we all visited-
enjoyable- then to the meeting - water on the trail unlike
today- that is good 27.3 miles to McKinley & a long bus ride
for the rig jumpers like Lee tomorrow-Good Night!
 
Sunday- 27.3 South Branch to McKinley- What an absolutely
beautiful ride! Riding out of camp down the hill to the water
which was beautiful with the steam rising off of it- horses
drank and then proceeded to cross their first wooden
boardwalk- then off through the forest – ferns everywhere,
so beautiful with a few flowers here and there- mostly just
trails by the beautiful Au Sable River. So pretty with the fast,
cold flowing water! Riding down to water the horses Lee &
Granite were surprised & surprised in turn, a kayaker right
by the waters edge! Granite was-I don’t think so – just as the
2nd kayak sped by his nose! It was so funny- the kayakers’
surprised faces told the story. On we trotted, across roads &
down beautiful trails- our eyes and ears taking in so many
things today! Saw several deer & chipmunk- Jeanie from
Vermont saw a porcupine! I would have loved to have seen
a live one- saw a road kill one later. At the meeting tonight
they said tomorrow we would have another beautiful day as
we headed to Luzerne- across the new Boardwalk! Can’t wait!
 
Monday Sept 11 McKinley to Luzerne- Hit the trail at 8am-
off through the poplar & aspen trees all popping in the wind-
foggy in the low areas but we climbed today and seemed to
be going up most of the day- beautiful trails winding through
the forest- some deep sand but mostly good footing for the
horses and plenty of places to water. We finally start down
a long trail to the BOARDWALK! How cool was that! Clippty-
clop over the marsh and creek and then there was another
one to cross. I don’t know how many man hours & material
it took to build this but they did a fantastic job! It is sturdy
and no slipping- very safe- THANK YOU! Saw lots of ferns
today- green to brown- saw a black squirrel, a partridge, a
few deer, chipmunks(so cute) & lots of giant ant hills, which
the horses didn’t like. Some of the maples are turning fantastic
colors of red, orange and yellow. Saw lots of birch trees today
also. Tonight one of the Ok gals, Amy, was telling how she
got her trailer stuck on a stump- took the guys 2 hours to get
her off of it- had to cut it out- tomorrow 24.9 miles to 4 Mile
Camp.
 
Day 5  47 degrees- Oh what a day! Sand and more sand!
Started off climbing & then leveled off & rode across several
roads & then beautiful forests- lunch at Smith Bridge-hot
dogs, hot ham& cheese, yum! Watered at the creek & then
across Smith Bridge – now for the 7 miles of road which is
all sand & it heated up to 80 degrees which made the deep
sand that much harder. 4 mile camp meeting was short and
sweet! 3 sets of bees today, music at the fire pit tonight- Lee
played fiddle with them-was a lot of fun- Late night getting
to bed-10pm!

Sept 13- 25.2 This morn was a beautiful clear sky- both
dippers plain to see and so bright and beautiful-looked
like you could just reach up and grab them! Rode out at
8am- down the trail to the road- under I-75 bridge-not
much water-lots of logging- Lynn got hurt on her mule-
broke 4 ribs I heard later-81 – deep sand- 7 hour day.
Helped pack up Lynn and her mule and she drove herself
home!
 
Goose Creek to Kalkaska- 20.1 miles Beautiful ride
today! Started off riding across the Manistee River-down
the steps & into the cold water- out on the trail then-
sand roads but then beautiful trails all the way in and
awesome colors- Mayhem Swamp- beautiful birch trees.
Meeting at 7 was fun- trails all day for tomorrow! Yay!
 
Look for the remaining portion of the Shore to Shore
ride in the January issue!
 

For more information please visit:
www.toptrailhorse.net
 

Oh what a day! Sand and more sand!

https://www.facebook.com/TopTrailHorse/


Horse Behavior SpecialistHorse Behavior Specialist
Licensed 2 Star Parelli ProfessionalLicensed 2 Star Parelli Professional
www.nancyslater.comwww.nancyslater.com

Left Brain Introvert
 
The Left Brain Introvert (LBI) is often called
lazy and stubborn by people who
experience the negative side of their
behavior. Frustrating to get moving, on
the ground and in the saddle, they can get
an annoyed, resentful attitude when they
see no point in doing a task that has no
meaning to them. They'll work hard at not
complying, acting like they feel nothing.
 
They’ll pull and push on the lead rope and
reins, most of the time they act as if you're
not there and ignore you. They constantly
invade your personal space. They
absolutely will not canter a circle! Speed
is unheard of, unless they get the idea to
run a short sprint for the barn to get you
to stop bossing them around!
 
Largely labeled as a kid’s horse, they're
usually unexcitable. They are calm and
gentle enough to ride slowly around on,
but shut down quickly if forced to work.
They are the buckers and balkers. ‘No!’ is
their typical answer!
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Yet, if we use Horse Behavior
and Psychology, they can
become our amazing partners.
The secret is to motivate them.
But how? And is it possible to
get them to do a job that
requires speed? It is essential
with the LBI that they
understand THE GOAL. 

I bought a LBI and planned to
do some competition with her.
She was an untouched 2 year
old. I named her Shaman, which
means spiritual healer. I
motivated her daily with things
she liked: to feel smart, get
comfort, rest, scratches, and
food.

You get more flies with honey,
but let's take a moment to talk
about the difference between
Bribes and Rewards. You will
create a monster if you bribe
an LBI with food. They will frisk
you no end, demanding you to
give a treat and still not do
anything for you! 

On the other hand, a Reward
comes as a surprise to the horse
for a job well done. If a horse
really tries hard to do
something that you ask and
you're impressed, a treat can
be given. If you wait for about
30 seconds before giving the
treat, you'll know they are

connecting with you and not the
food. Hand grazing is a fine
alternative to hand fed cookie
treats.

Left Brain Introverts are
thinkers. They ask, ”Why
should I break a sweat?” LBIs
need to move their brain, so
setting up puzzles is
interesting to them, and will
help them engage with you.
Once they solve a puzzle, you
provide something they value
as their reward. Shaman loves
 to feel smart, get rest and belly
scratches, almost as much as a
treat! 

Shaman enjoyed her training
sessions, eager to see what
puzzle I had in store. But her
energy would last just so long,
a burst of ‘look what I can do!’,
and then gone. I rewarded the
slightest try, always
progressing the task by
challenging her mind. I kept my
focus on the process, not the
product. I worked hard on
myself to not get greedy when
things went well. Nothing will
shut a LBI down faster than,
“Let's do it again -and again.”
They will lose their ‘want to’ real
fast!

Instead, pick a task, like
sideways over a log, get a step 

http://www.nancyslater.com
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or 2, give your horse a scratch and
walk her away saying, “Good girl!”
Two steps leads to four, four steps
leads to fourteen, and so on.
Shaman loved appreciation for her
efforts and the fact that success was
attainable. In fact, she didn't know
she was in training... We were just
having fun doing new stuff, and she
felt proud of herself!
 

Put your horse first.
 

If you focus on the task and not on
the relationship, you'll quickly lose
your LBI’s interest and respect. Do
not get an attitude and do not

engage in any drama! LBIs want to
be in control, and it can escalate
into a fight. They are not prone to
back down. Bring a fight, get a fight!
 

Ask.
 

A leader will ask. Gently, kindly, and
ever so politely, ask your horse to
do something. (Don't you like to be
treated fairly?) She's smart. If you
treat her like she's not, you're
asking for trouble!
 

No nagging.
 

Avoid nagging! It doesn't work well

in our world, and certainly not in the
horse's world. If you peck at a LBI,
they'll laugh at you. They'll see how
wimpy you are, and that's when
they'll take your lunch money!
They'll stop working; respect will
disappear. If you continue to ask
your horse to respond, and
continue to NOT get a response,
you'll know for sure that you're
nagging.
 

Be clear.
 

Be sure to be clear what you need
her to do. Your intention, your focus,
position, body language, use

https://www.facebook.com/Nancy-Slater-Natural-Horsemanship-847371062018757/?fref=ts


If you would like to be a partner in support of the
Foundation’s ongoing work, please visit their web
site at www.parellifoundation.org/giving.
 
For more information on the
Parelli Program and Savvy Club:
www.parelli.com
 

Nancy Slater is a Parelli Professional who has
dedicated her life to making the world a better
place for horses and the people who love them.
Her self-less passion for educating kids as well
as demonstrating how a real partnership with your
horse can lead to competitive success is what
makes Nancy stand out.  We could not be more
proud to be represented by Nancy as she helps
us to teach horse riders, trainers and owners to
use love, language and leadership to reach their
goals with horses.  Thank you Nancy!
 

Pat and Linda Parelli

Nancy

of the training stick, all need to communicate to your
horse WHAT is expected. She can't read your mind,
but she will read you! Have a picture in YOUR mind
of the desired response and acceptable behavior
you're looking for.
 

Be polite.
 

After you get a try, wait before you ask again. Give
your introvert time to process. Then ask SUPER
politely! Ignore any negative behavior, keeping your
LBI at a safe distance from you just in case they nip
or kick to dominate you! LBIs will not be shy to tell
you what's on their minds, especially when push
comes to shove about pecking order. They want to
be in charge. Pressure motivates, but it is the release
that teaches. Being too slow to release the pressure
or give praise or a reward is what makes horses dull.
You want your horse to learn to look for the release
and that way they'll put in more effort.
 

Understand your LBI.
 

Work at stimulating her brain. Think. Plan. Engage.
Keep YOUR emotions in the house! At age 5, my horse,
Shaman became National Champion in competitive
trail in the pro division. I had picked a job for her that
would fit her best LBI qualities. I used strategies for
her Horsenality to bring out the best in her.  This

Horsenality is the word Pat Parelli coined for
horse personality. Horses and people are who
they are because of genetics and life
experiences. This series is intended to
demystify WHY your horse acts the way he
does, give you some strategies for correcting
your horse's behavior when he acts a certain
way, and to create a more willing partner.

understanding caused
her to become an
amazing, well rounded,
enthusiastic, willing
partner.

https://www.facebook.com/Nancy-Slater-Natural-Horsemanship-847371062018757/?hc_ref=SEARCH&fref=nf




How to De-Spook
Your Horse or Mule
By Brandy Von Holten
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Futurity Division, and a mule winning a rodeo queen title,
a Reserve Champion at the Festival for the Horse which
was a Western Dressage competition, and qualify for
nationals in the Green Horse and Open Division.  I am not
saying this will always work, but I am saying that it is working
for me with very different equine.
 
BLOCKING
If you ask your mule to go over something or through

something such as a ditch and they move
their hindquarters to the left, you use your
left heel to push them back over.  Blocking
reminds me of the game of pinball.  If they
skirt right, you apply pressure to the right.
 
RESTING POINT
I use “resting point” when all else fails,
because once you start this battle, you have
to stick with it until the task is finished.  Your
mule is not on your time schedule.  It could
take 10 minutes, or it could take 45 minutes.
In “resting point” when you have a refusal,
it is time to get those legs moving and then
offer the task you asked for to be the only
place they get to rest and catch their breath.
If you offer it to them and they refuse again,
then it is back to work.  I am never mean, just
factual.
 
BACKING
If you are past the point of being able to use
blocking because they over shot the task,

Brandy's mule, Jojo

First, if you are having trouble with your mule, do
not be afraid to seek help from a trainer or
clinician. I recommend using a helmet and ride
with others until you have overcome any issues.
Your safety always needs to be a priority!
 
In my world, I must have equine that are
desensitized and able to handle some crazy
situations.  Our mule and horses and used for
lessons, daycare visits, nursing home visits,
guided rides, and competitions.  With us hosting
all sorts of clinicians and with me having a
Masters in Teaching, I have been able to
categorize every form of training used to
despook/desensitize all sorts of personalities of
mules and horses.  As an overarching theme, all
equine learn from the release of pressure.  To put
what I have learned to the test I competed with
3 different horses and a mule this year.  I ended
up with a 12 year old horse winning the Reserve
National Champion in Lead Line, a very spooky
mare ranked 3rd in Missouri in the Open Division
who also won the 2016 Reserve National
Champion in the Green Horse Division, a small
filly qualifying in Green Horse, Open, and the
Futurity Division, and a mule winning a rodeo



Brandy is a ranch owner, horsewoman,
instructor, competitor, judge, equestrian event
host, a wedding host, a black belt in martial arts
as well as a former biology teacher ranging from
college to middle school for 11 years.  She is
driven, ambitious and confident.  Operating
out of her family ranch in
Mora, MO, Brandy and her
husband David are in the
business of hosting a wide
variety of  equine events.

Visit the Ranch website at
www.vonholtenranch.com

make them back up until they are able
to correctly to do what was ask.  If your
mule starts backing up on their own when
they are scared, then you cannot use
backing as your correction.  It is a fine
line that you will have to decide what
works for your mule.  Out of my four
equine that we use on the ranch, I can
use backing for three on the four equine.
 
CIRLCE 75
This was a new technique I picked up
from Amish trainer, Sam Shetler.  This is
highly affective with spooky mules and
horses.  Have you ever had a ride do a
90 or 180 with you on them because they
spooked.  Typically, our first instinct is to
pull the animal back towards the thing
that spooked them.  Wrong.  Think about
this; they were scared and now they have
pressure applied to that side of their
mouth.  You just justified their fear.
Instead, you should have that mule spin
on their haunches with pressure for 75%
of a circle in the direction they spooked.
You want to make their decision a BAD
decision.  Once you come around, 25%
of the circle has no pressure, which is in
the direction of the initially scary object.
If they spook again, around you go again.
It does not take long for them to start
seeking the release of pressure towards
the object that once scared them.
 
TREAT TRAINING
I am aware that I will probably get some
humbles from the crowd from saying
treat training.  However, last time I
checked killer whales are doing
performances with swimmers, dogs are
doing some amazing agility maneuvers,
and children have been taught how to

Brandy and her
mule, Jojo

use the potty for years with
treat training.  Here’s an animal
that spends over half the day
eating, and you don’t think they
would be motivated by a treat?
I do not use treat training with
every animal, just the ones that
are highly reactive, and I only
use it after other tries have

failed.  Typically, it is a sound
spook or cumbersome items
such as a raincoat, umbrella, or
a massive stuffed animal.  I
present the object and when
they stop reacting I give them a
treat.  There is a major right way
and a major wrong way to treat
train.

https://www.facebook.com/vonholtenranch1906/
http://vonholtenranch.com/
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DORSET 
EQUINE RESCUE

EAST DORSET, VERMONT

receive horses through law enforcement who had to seize
animals because of a severe neglect or abuse situation.
When we have room, we also pull horses from auction or
kill pens to protect them from ending up on a slaughter
truck bound for Mexico or Canada.
 
Often these animals arrive at the slaughterhouse seriously
injured from transport due to the extreme overstocking of
trailers. It’s common for them to be extremely dehydrated
having had nothing to drink or eat for days. It is an
exceptionally long and grueling trip for them. Slaughter is
a terrifying and brutal end to a horse’s life and is not the
answer to the overpopulation of our horses. Horses have
played a major role in building our country and deserve
better.

Although I had been a horse owner for many years prior, it
wasn’t until I adopted my first two rescue horses, “Daisy”
and “Duke”, that I realized the severity of the situation that
so many of these majestic animals face.  Horses were being
neglected and needed help not only all over the country,
but even right here in my back yard of New England.  With
approximately 140,000 horses that ship out of our country
to Mexico and Canada every year to slaughter, I knew I had
to do something to help.
 
Horses come to us from a variety of situations, including
many from owner surrenders. Our organization gets
contacted almost daily by people who wish to surrender
their horses to us for many different reasons.  In some cases,
there has been a loss of a job, serious illness, divorce, loss
of interest or death of the owner. It is difficult to turn any
horse away, but due to limited space, we are forced to be
selective on which horses we take in and mainly focus on
the ones who are in the most dire situation.
 
We are happy when we can help not only the horses in these
tough situations, but also the folks who have fallen on hard
times and have no other options for their horses.  By
intervening, we prevent the horses from ending up in a worse
situation or going to auction which would put them at a high
risk of shipping to slaughter. Occasionally we

The Dorset Equine Rescue is a non-profit
organization dedicated to the rescue,
rehabilitation and re-homing of neglected,
abused and slaughter bound horses of all breeds
and sizes. Nestled in the beautiful Green
Mountains in East Dorset, Vermont, the rescue
began in 2012 when I acquired my first two rescue
horses.  

By Jennifer Straub,
Dorset Equine Rescue Executive
Director



CONTINUED >>

Memphis, above and far left.
 

Winchester with adopted owner,
Kathy in the photo below.

Each incoming horse to our rescue goes through a 30-day
quarantine to protect the current horses already on the farm from
possible contamination of contagious illnesses. During this time,
they are thoroughly evaluated by our team of skilled equine
experts, from veterinarians to our trainer to our farrier.  We provide
all necessary care for them and make sure the transition into their
new herd is as stress free as possible so that they can start to thrive.
 
When each horse is ready, they slowly start into a training program.
Our trainer works closely with the veterinarians to assure the best
possible outcome for each horse. We believe that horses are
happier and healthier when they have a job.  The Dorset Equine
Rescue has a full time trainer who evaluates each horse’s abilities
and physical condition. Because we rarely get much history on
the horses that come to us, we treat each horse as if they do not
have any training. We make sure that we get to know our horses
very well and continue their training for as long as they are with
us. We want to assure the best possible home for them, so the
better we know what they are capable of, the better we can match
them with their future adopter. An educated horse is far more
adoptable than an uneducated horse.
 
Sometimes age or injury prevents horses from being ridable but
that doesn’t mean that they are useless.  Some of those horses
are the best companions to our younger horses that are insecure
and need stability. Some of them end up being good lead line
horses, or therapy horses for people to pet and brush, or they get
adopted out as a companion to another horse who is alone.  All
of our horses, including the ones who are not ridable, are brought
into the barn regularly and taught to have excellent ground
manners so they are a pleasure to be around and well behaved
for the veterinarian and farrier.
 
When a Dorset Equine Rescue horse is ready for adoption, it is
listed on our website and shared on social media. Anyone who is
interested in one of our horses is asked to fill out an adoption
application as well as provide references, after which point we
also require a barn check. We require every new home to provide
a certain level of care including shelter, a good sized turn out area,
and basic vaccinations. After a home is approved, the new owner
will sign a contract to help insure the horse continues to be well

cared for. If they can no longer keep
the horse, the adopter is required to
agree to notify us first before
rehoming their horse, so that we are
part of the rehoming process. Once
a horse comes through our rescue,
we do everything in our power to
keep it forever safe from falling on
hard times again. We strive to make
sure each horse and adopter is
compatible so they both have the
best chance of developing a life-
long and successful relationship.
 
When good people blindly buy a
horse from an auction or rescue a
horse from a kill pen, it’s always a
big risk. This is because many people
really don’t know what they



are getting into. The horse could have
major medical issues or behavioral
issues that surface after they get the
horse home.
 

Rescuing a horse is a
wonderful thing to do.
 
By adopting a horse from a rescue, you
are not only providing a home for one
horse, you are also opening up a spot for
the rescue to save another.  The best and
safest way to adopt a horse is through a
reputable rescue where the horse has
been well cared for, evaluated by a
veterinarian and is consistently worked
with by a trainer.
 
The Dorset Equine Rescue runs
completely on donations which is made
possible only by the generosity of
people like you. If you believe in what
we do, please consider a tax deductible
donation so that we can continue to help
these amazing animals.
 
 
 

Ferdinand, at intake, and after,
photo right, much improved
health.  Below, Ferdinand and
trainer Tiffany happy and cared
for!

Photo by David Middleton



Lorelei at intake, and again 5 months later.

Below are a few of our horses that
are available for adoption. Luna,
Turtle, Indi and Nipster. If you are
searching for your next horse,
please visit our website for a full
list of our current available horses.

Our mailing address:
 
The Dorset Equine Rescue
P.O. Box 92
East Dorset, VT 05253
 

For more information about our
organization, please visit our
website:
www.dorsetequinerescue.org 
 
 
 

Available for Adoption

https://www.facebook.com/TheDorsetEquineRescue/
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could be the vital link that directs Search and
Rescue to your location after a wreck that leaves
you hurt and scared along the trail. You want the
people you encounter on the trail to remember
meeting you. Hello is a great way to start a
conversation. Ask about the trail conditions ahead,
water sources, or how far until the next trail junction
or campsite.
 
Being polite, offering a friendly “Shalom”, and
encouraging the people we share the trails with to
engage in a brief chat will also help your horse to
understand that the strange lycra clad beast ahead
is indeed just another odd human, and not an
equine eating creature to fear.
 
An “aloha” when coming across other trail users
will help to break the stereotype of horsemen as
rude, inconsiderate, and even dangerous. If we
want to break the cycle of trail loss, horsemen need
to become everyone’s favorite trail partners. We
can do that in a variety of different ways starting
with being polite.

Just Say Hello!
 

By Robert Eversole Trailmeister
 
 

There’s an expression in French: Simple comme
bonjour, “simple as hello”.
 
Do you greet the folks that you’re sharing the trail with?
You should.  A friendly “Jambo” when you meet
someone on the trail will not only help horse riders
become everyone’s favorite trail partner it can also
help to keep you safe.  The hiker you politely greeted

https://www.trailmeister.com


America’s largest equine trail and camping
directory please visit www.TrailMeister.com
 

The TrailMeister
The “TrailMeister” is a guy who  wants to
know the skinny about a riding area before
he arrives and wasn’t able to find good,
accurate info anywhere else. So he created
TrailMeister and  publishes for the passion of
horse riding.
 

www.trailmeister.com

As always, for more
information on trail
riding as well as North

Have you ever been riding, when someone greeted you
with a hello, and it made you feel good? We all have.
Those experiences underscore how powerful a simple
hello can be. When you say hello to someone you’re
acknowledging them, and we all love to be
acknowledged. Every time we fail to say hello when we
pass another trail user is a lost opportunity to make a
positive difference in the world.
 

"I try to make it a point to say hello to all I
meet on the trail"
 

You don’t have to say “Konnichiwa” to everyone.
Although I try to make it a point to say hello to all I meet
on the trail, an exception is the very rare event when
you happen upon someone who makes you feel unsafe.
Keep moving in those situations, pull out a cell phone
if you have one, or pretend that you’re with a group that
is just behind you.
 
If we say “bonjour” just half the time we pass someone
on the trail we’ll be making a huge difference and
improving the world. It’s as simple as “hello!”
 

Photo by Aponi

https://www.facebook.com/Mylestone-Equine-Rescue-115063568523475/
http://www.mylestone.org/default.asp
https://www.trailmeister.com
https://www.trailmeister.com
https://www.facebook.com/TrailMeister/


BAREFOOT BAREFOOT 
   BOOTED   BOOTED

Winter Time is Barefoot Time!

&&
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By Carole Herder
President of Cavallo Horse & Rider
The Trusted Authority in barefoot and
booting.
 
If you would like to send us your horse’s
hoof measurements, we would be happy
to help you choose the best size and style.
Please call Cavallo Customer Service at
1-877-818-0037 or email info@cavallo-
inc.com.

strength, respiratory, circulatory and
immune system will benefit.  A properly
functioning hoof has the effect of
nourishing and revitalizing the whole
horse.
 

Most of us don’t ride as frequently during
the winter months, so this time can be a
great time for Hoof Boots: the most useful,
practical and no-nonsenCavallo Hoof Boot
Studs for Snow and Icese tool to assist in
returning those feet to their rightful
healthy state.  And if you do love a winter
ride,  Cavallo Hoof Boots can be used in
snowy conditions!   The boot soles naturally
deter snow and ice from balling up inside
the sole concavity,  and we have special
Hoof Boot Studs, which provide traction on
icy surfaces.
 

Are you feeling inspired to make going
barefoot your Winter project? Please
contact us for support with your horse’s
best comfort and protection in mind.

Is NOW Your Time?
For many of us this year, the
Summer lasted on into the Fall,
and we’re now just starting to
feel the cooler weather rolling
in.  Unwelcome flashbacks of
slush and snow are returning to
mind, as we’re slowly (and
somewhat reluctantly!)
accepting this time of change.
 
But the change to Winter can
bring great things!  Barefoot
things!  Perhaps you’ve heard
about the benefits of re-
establishing proper hoof
mechanism?  Do you like the
idea of allowing blood to flow
freely into the live tissue of the
structures that support your
horse?  And you know all about
the debilitating conditions that
so many horses are plagued
with: navicular disease,
laminitis, ring bone, side bone,
splints, arthritis and chronic
thrush…  But did you know that
these conditions can all be

deterred by a practice that is
simple, beneficial and cost
effective?

Have I got your attention?
Now is the time to pull off those
metal shoes!  To allow the frog
to make contact with the ground
and pump fresh blood through
the coriums of the hoof.  To allow
shock to be properly absorbed
by the hoof, rather than referred
back up the leg.  Studies have
shown that horses endure an
800 Hz vibration each time metal
shoe impacts a hard surface at a
trot.  Imagine how that feels after
tens of thousands of steps?
 
You’ve likely heard that the cost
of hoof boots (even with
trimming costs included)
amounts to less than regular
shoeing.  This financial
difference is significant, but the
real savings are the veterinary
fees! Your horse’s overall

https://www.cavallo-inc.com/
https://www.cavallo-inc.com/product-category/hoof-boot/
https://www.cavallo-inc.com/product-category/hoof-boot-accessories/hoof-boot-studs/


Carole Herder has a genuine passion to help educate
horse owners. She speaks on her belief that caring
for horse’s hoofs naturally and keeping them
barefoot is best. Carole designed and developed the
range of Cavallo Boots to meet the needs of the world
wide hoof boot market.

Carole's background is in holistic and alternative
health care. She coauthored the book The Cavallo
Barefoot Trim, and most recently authored the
international best seller "There Are No  Horseshoes
in Heaven".  Learn more about Carole's book >>

https://www.facebook.com/CavalloHoofboots/
https://www.cavallo-inc.com/
https://www.cavallo-inc.com/product-category/hoof-boot/


http://www.jeffwilsoncowboydressage.com
http://www.competitivetrailhorse.com

